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Medieval Education (Basics)
“Liberal Arts” (Ars Liberalis)

Trivium (basics of reasoning)

Grammar (linguistics), Dialectic (Logic), & 
Rhetoric (debate, argumentation)

Quadrivium (‘number’ in time and place, the 
cosmos)

Arithmetic, Geometry, Astronomy, & Music



Medieval Education (Masters & Debates) 
Itinerant masters would often compete for 
students (often by attempting to show that their 
current master was not training them properly);

Masters received payment directly from the 
students following lectures and debates;

Public debates and interruptions of lessons was 
common and both entertaining and 
(occasionally) violent!



Thomas Aquinas: Summa Theologica 





Medieval Knowledge
Art, architecture, literature, etc., were all expressions of a “world view” or 
“form of life.”

The medieval thinker was deeply interested in the role of language and the 
meaning of words; human words were expressions of the Divine Word (‘logos’).



How does language function?
1. How do we convey complex ideas to others around us, so that they 

understand our innermost feelings, as opposed to just day-to-day concerns?

2. What is the function of language?

3. What are some limitations of language today?



Mystical Language
An expression of existence, nature, the human person, relationships, and our role 
on the “Logos” of the Cosmos.

Life is ultimately “mystery”

God is ultimately “Mystery”.



Two important mystical concepts:
Cataphatic

Positive, direct meaning, verbal: “God is good.”

Apophatic:

Negative (“via negativa” - though not in the sense of ‘critical’), non-verbal:

“God is not ‘good’”

Human experience can not be totally accounted for in cataphatic language.



Voynich Manuscript
Unknown language dated to 
approximately 1420 AD

Combines mythical and real plants and 
animals; written as Europe is recovering 
from the devastation of the Black Death

What does it mean?



Voynich 
Manuscript

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8NS4CbBJQ84


Hildegard of Bingen
Hildegard of Bingen (1098-1179) was a remarkable woman, a "first" in many fields. 

At a time when few women wrote, Hildegard, known as "Sybil of the Rhine", 

produced major works of theology and visionary writings. She used the curative 

powers of natural objects for healing, and wrote treatises about natural history and 

medicinal uses of plants, animals, trees and stones. She is the first composer 

whose biography is known. She founded a vibrant convent, where her musical 

plays were performed. Revival of interest in this extraordinary woman of the 

middle ages was initiated by musicologists and historians of science and religion.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ei88J4lERbk

